DECOR BUZZ
AQUA EFFECT

Shower time mostly spells
mayhem with cats and dogs
scurrying under beds and tables
to avoid contact with water and
bubbles. But regular cleansing
is essential to keep the dirt and
fleas away. Mineral Rich Mud
Shampoo introduced by Soos,
a Dead Sea spa products brand
founded by Joe, Yemina and
Shay from Toronto, contains high
concentration of antioxidants and
vitamins. Combined with essential
oils and essence of 117 plants,
herbs and roots, it exfoliates
and nourishes the skin.
Website: www.soospets.com

Mobile Solution

No need to take your reluctant furball to the salon anymore…bring
the services home instead. Home Pet Spa from Ohio manufactures
bathing chambers on wheels with splash guards, shelves, jets, and
entry and exit doors. The portability allows it to be placed wherever
the pet or you are comfortable. Website: www.homepetspa.com

DETOX GUIDE

Use our holistic wisdom to help your
pet de-stress and attain total nirvana
PRODUCED BY ADITI SHARMA MAHESHWARI

ELLE
DECOR
LOVES

MELT THE DREAD

An extra treat or hours of
cuddling doesn’t always help
calm an anxious pup or kitty.
You could simply light a candle.
The chamomile and lavender
hand poured soy product by
Gerrard Larriett, a pet care
company from US, contains an
essential oil blend with a 40
hour burn time that deodorises
homes. Its fumes relax the
troubled soul. Website:
www.gerrardlarriett.com

CARRY ON BUDDY

Going on a road trip or walking to the nearby market? Don’t forget to take your best friend
along. Sleepypod, an Orlando based pet design solutions brand offers a three in one
product: A bed, stylish hand carrier and a safe car seat cot that allows your furry pal to
travel in comfortable and familiar surroundings. When on the go, you can zip up its mesh
dome and secure the occupant inside. Website: www.sleepypod.com

MUSIC THERAPY

Wish you could do something to calm your
distressed pooch when you leave for work?
BioAcoustic Research and Development, founded
by US based pianist Lisa Spector and sound
researcher Joshua Leeds have created audio
programs for nervous mutts. iCalmDog 2.0
speaker is equipped with sound cards that coax
restless canines to settle down and even fall
asleep. Website: www.throughadogsear.com
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